- - - that's the area I'm trying to work out? ---But you wouldn't have us in that picture.
OK, OK. The right-hand side of that. OK. And there was no shots fired in that
no bullet holes in the fence there, is there? ---I can't see that close to that fence in
this photo. But there was no - you would've noticed that, you know, you would've
heard, you would've seen (indistinct), you know. Anything - see any of that? ---I saw
three shots fired. OK, so you were peeking over the fence maybe or had - - - ?---Nuh.
I was looking at a monitor. 11.
POLICE S.O.G. OPERATOR (55) EVIDENCE 265 L16-28.
OK. And shots - if I take you to p.63 or Photo 63? ---Yes.
Is that - it looks like a police officer pointing at a hole or something, a bullet hole that
- - - ?---Yes.
- - - seems to be on the side of the location where you were, yes? ---Yes.
And that, I think, went through and then - and embedded itself in the sound barrier
on Keilor Park Drive? ---I couldn't tell you.
After shots were fired in that direction, they closed down the traffic, I think? ---Yes
they did. 11.
POLICE S.O.G. OPERATOR (55) EVIDENCE 269 L15-270 L15.
HER HONOUR: The last paragraph, p.844. "The following morning at about 10.09
a.m. I was (indistinct) " et cetera et cetera.
ACCUSED: OK, what - - HER HONOUR: "Along with Operator 131."
ACCUSED: What page is this?
HER HONOUR: That's the first page.
ACCUSED: OK, right.
HER HONOUR: "I observed" - sorry, do you have that?
ACCUSED: Yeah.
HER HONOUR: Right at the bottom.
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ACCUSED: Yes, yes, yes, yes. Sorry. Sorry. Can I just pause for a moment.
Earlier on, that projectile going through the fence and he says in his statement that he
actually went to - actually it's p.2, the first paragraph.
HER HONOUR: Yes.
ACCUSED: You say that you went to inspect it. You see - noticed the bullet hole
and you done like a line thing sort of thing and you see that it's penetrated the
sound barrier but did you see where the projectile landed? Did it just land at the
foot of the other side of the barrier? ---No, I didn't.
OK. I'll get to that. I think that comes up. All right, so if we could just go to the
court - Photo Folio F page - I mean Photo 89? ---Yes.
Was there any other holes, bullet holes in that area, in that region? ---From what I
recall, I only remember seeing one in the sound barrier.
And that's the one you - you done the - like, retraced its line of trajectory? ---Yes.
That's the one we're talking about here, appears - it would appear to be? ---It
Would appear so. 11.
POLICE S.O.G. OPERATOR (55) EVIDENCE 272 L2-21.
It, last paragraph on page - the first page. "The following morning about ten –
ten past ten, I was viewing the monitor along with Operator 13 and we see –
observed the security door open and a male holding a silver coloured revolver
from behind the open security door. The male fired three rounds into" - that's –
- - ?---That's Tuesday.- - - that's Tuesday the day after - - -?---M'mm.
- - - it starts? ---Yeah.
And that's - is that the time that these bullets penetrate the rear of the - the fence? --That's the time I saw the shots fired and I went up to the fence and had a look and saw
the holes, yes.
OK, there was only one holes or two holes? ---From what I recall, I remember
seeing one hole in the fence and one hole in the sound barrier.
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OK, all right. And the others may have gone into the ground? ---I don't know.
Do you know if they were ever recovered, those slugs? ---I don't know. 11.
THE “SOLE AND ONLY WITNESS, PRESENT AT TIME OF INCIDENT” “10.10.a.m.”
AT “NO TIME” DOES OP 55 EVER STATE HE IDENTIFY'S ANY HOLE(S) IN EITHER THE REAR
FENCELINE OR IN''SIDE FENCE”, OTHER THEN PHOTO “86”.
WHICH HAD CONTIUNED INTO THE SOUND BARRIER (96).
AND 65

- 69 IS LOCATED ON “REAR FENCELINE” TO KEILOR PARK DRIVE.

PHOTOS 81- 84. ARE “TAKEN AROUND THE CORNER”.
CLAIMED BY CROWN, SUPPORTED BY MY JUDAS DEFENCE COUNSEL SAUL HOLT!
AND THE “BASIS FOR” Indictment

2 (C11434997.4) Charge 3 Reckless endangerment.

LORETTA COLLIER-CURAVIC WILL REVEAL ALL!
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